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Group performs well, despite tough conditions
The group has done well despite the continuing difficult business conditions. The group’s success is due to a broad customer
base, tight management control,
diversified markets and diversified
businesses.
The project businesses have
performed well, with strong
project management delivering
excellent results. At the same
time the operations that are reliant on short-term business have
experienced some difficulties due
to the economic slowdown.
There are signs that some
projects could face delays which
may result in a decline in new
project work, but this lag effect
should be offset by a recovery
in the general economy, which
would benefit the group’s non-infrastructure business short cycle
operations.
The macro-economic environment remains positive and ACTOM
has excellent prospects for growth
over the next 10 to 15 years. The need
to develop, maintain and expand the
continued electrical infrastructure
should favour the company. We as a
company must provide solutions that
will contribute towards economic
growth, job creation and improved
social stability in the future.
There are two areas that are a

major cause for concern.
While there is clear understanding in the senior levels of government
and local government of the need to
deliver on infrastructure promises,
implementation of policy continues
to be a problem, leading to projects
being delayed and cancelled.
A growing area of concern is that
tenders are being awarded at municipal level without adequate clarity on the adjudication process and

with limited explanation on why
tenders are lost. This is a negative
development as it is difficult for
us to address any shortfall in our
tender offering in order to rectify
the problem going foward.
On the positive side the DTI are
considering strategies to support
local manufacture. This is good
news as the current strength
of the rand puts local industry
at a competitive disadvantage
given that the exchange rate is
influenced by financial speculators
and the carry trade, and does not
reflect the purchasing power of the
currency. Unless this is rectified
it will destroy manufacturing jobs
and focus supply lines on imports
in the future which will have negative social consequences.
Business conditions will remain
tough and our policy of keeping a
tight rein on controls and costs
must continue to be applied for the
foreseeable future until signs of a
sustainable economic recovery become more evident.
In conclusion, the company is
performing well in an uncertain
environment. We need to remain
flexible, maintain our controls and
maximise our opportunities to remain
competitive.
Mark Wilson

Group companies hand out Soccerball Challenge
balls to schools on eve of World Cup
Following the staging of Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality’s annual Masidlaleni Mayoral Soccerball
Challenge in Daveyton, Benoni, in
late-2009, ACTOM companies handed out Soccerball Challenge balls at
local schools towards the end of May
this year, shortly before the kick-off
of the Soccer World Cup.
ACTOM has been co-sponsoring
the Soccerball Challenge along with
a number of other well-known com-

panies since its inception eight years
ago. It has become a popular institution over that time, during which it
has helped to create goodwill and
co-operation between communities
at all levels within the municipality
by encouraging participation in the
world’s most popular sport, particularly at schools serving underprivileged communities.
As in previous years, ACTOM
played its part by distributing soccer

balls bearing the names of ACTOM
and Ekurhuleni to learners at a
number of schools in the vicinity of
the group’s various plants in Gauteng,
all of which are located within the
boundaries of Ekurhuleni, which
incorporates Germiston, Boksburg,
Benoni and Kempton Park.
The pictures opposite record
some of the occasions when managers of various ACTOM companies
handed out the special soccer balls.

Cover
Protection & Control management and staff teamed up to get into the spirit of the 2010 World Cup shortly before
it got under way. They are seen here outside the company’s Knights premises, all kitted out in World Cup Bafana
Bafana T-shirts, complete with South African flags, vuvuzelas and soccer balls, expressing their enthusiasm for the
upcoming event.
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Left: Craig Johnston, General Manager of Mechanical Equipment, hands over Soccerball Challenge
balls to Benjamin Gondwe, head boy of Leeuwpoort Primary School in Driehoek, while the principal Zoe
Bolton and head girl Masechaba Khoza look on.

Getting a kick out of Soccerball Challenge
balls presented to them by John Thompson
are learners at Winsley Primary School in the
Western Cape.

ACTOM Group MD Mark Wilson (centre) and Transport Division MD Andries Tshabalala, standing next
to him, hand out Soccerball Challenge balls to Balmoral College matric learners to distribute at the
school, which is the next-door neighbour of the group’s Knights headquarters and its main sponsorship
beneficiary.

T&D customers approve of group’s re-branding
A recent sur vey undertaken
among some of the group’s customers indicates widespread approval
of the re-branding of Alstom South
Africa to ACTOM.
The survey, conducted among a
sample of major utility customers of
the group’s T&D division earlier this
year, confirmed that the re-branding
exercise in September last year had
been a success.
“Everyone interviewed in the survey was positive about the change,”
said Group Commercial Director
Mark Dixon, who conducted the
survey.
“Customers generally liked the
new name and corporate identity
and felt that it had been well communicated to the market. They also
understood why it was necessary.
Following Alstom’s establishment
of its own subsidiary in South Africa
to handle its power business in the
local market directly, there were

effectively two Alstoms. To avoid
confusion it was decided to re-brand
the local company, which at the same
time confirmed its independence
from our main technology principals,
Alstom and Areva T&D.
“It was important that customers
understood that ACTOM’s representation and technology agreements
with its principals would remain in
place as before and the survey confirmed that this is the case.
“They were also unanimous in
their support of ACTOM’s strategy of
addressing the T&D market in South
Africa as a local manufacturer, while
at the same time having the backing
of Areva T&D as a major international
player.
“Customers recognise the significant advantages of having a reliable
local supplier who they can turn to
at any time to attend to their needs
and problems. What they consider
particularly valuable is that ACTOM


has a great deal of expertise within
its own organisation and is therefore
not necessarily dependent on expertise from abroad. However, when
more specialised input is required
from Areva T&D, this is available in
the form of equipment, innovative
solutions and technical support.”
Mark stated.
Contrary to the strategy followed
by its competitors, ACTOM has always been committed to establishing
manufacturing capabilities of its own
wherever feasible, rather than relying on supplying imported products
into the local market. As an integral
part of this policy it has also sought
to provide employment to South
Africans and to develop the skills of
its employees as much as possible.
“The partnership with Areva T&D
has nevertheless resulted in significant orders for the overseas factories
of nearly 30-million Euros during the
2009 financial year,” Mark added.
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Revamped website dubbed ‘best marketing tool’
for group products and services
With ACTOM’s name change and
new corporate identity coming into
effect last year, the group got to work
to revamp the website accordingly.
At the same time it took the opportunity to modernise it to make it
more user-friendly so as to enable
customers to navigate it easily and
gain access to information faster.
To most effectively achieve these
aims the group worked in partnership
with local IT firm Mnemonic, a sister
company of King James Advertising
Agency, the agency hired by the
group to develop and launch the
new name, logo and corporate ID
in all its ramifications in September
last year.
The redesigned group website
www.actom.co.za , the launch of
which coincided with the group rebranding, is completely database
driven.
“What this means in practice is
that the database and website are
seamlessly linked, so the website
updates automatically and instantaneously as the database is updated,”
explained Group IT Director Daniel
Pienaar.
“This makes the website pages
dynamic, which is a huge improvement over the static website pages
we had previously, which involved a
laborious and time-consuming process of editing and adding information
bit by bit.
“The new website also has much
greater flexibility. For example, it allows us to put in much more detailed
info on our products and services –
including brochures, pictures, specs,
technical drawings and so on – which
we couldn’t do before.

“It also provides customers with
the opportunity to easily gain access
to information they are looking for by
just entering a keyword. A customer
looking for info about generators for
instance just has to enter the word
‘generators’ and press the enter key
on his or her keyboard and the system will automatically display links
to the appropriate pages containing
the keyword.
“But in addition to that, a customer can raise a query by completing an online query form which will
be automatically sent to the relevant
person responsible for the product
or service, who can then reply by
e-mail with a more specific answer

to the enquiry.
“The revamped website is now
probably the single best marketing
tool we have available to us,” Daniel
commented.
He pointed out that in addition to
the group home page, every business unit now has its own dedicated
home page. “You can access all news
articles and product info from the
group home page, but you can also
gain info on the page of the particular
business unit. At group level you see
all keywords, but at a particular unit
it lists only keywords for the unit’s
page you are on.”
Maps to every location with their
GPS co-ordinates are also provided.

Senior City Power officials visit T&D companies
The T&D division hosted a tour
for senior City Power officials of its
member companies’ facilities on
March 25.
The tour, organised by Prince
Ziqubu, T&D’s Marketing Manager,
was arranged to bring the visitors up
to speed on the companies’ product
offerings and inform them fully about
the extensive expansions that have
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been undertaken at all of the plants
over the past few years to meet
the increased demand, mainly from
major customers Eskom and the
metropolitan municipalities.
A ft e r f i r s t v i s i t i n g Po w e r
Transformers’ Wadeville plant, the
15 City Power officials, who included
directors, general managers, project
managers and technology managers,


were taken to Knights to view the
T&D facilities there.
Before doing so however they
were given an audio visual presentation on the ACTOM group by Group
Commercial Director Mark Dixon
and a presentation on T&D by Jack
Rowan, T&D’s Managing Director.
Thereafter they were taken on
tours of MV Switchgear, Distribution

Transformers, Protection & Control
and High Voltage Equipment.
“The feedback we got from
them during the visit and afterwards
showed that they found the factory
tours and discussions very worthwhile in bringing them up to date
about the developments that have
been undertaken at our plants, as
well as giving them a clearer understanding of the group as a whole,”
Jack commented.

Deon Muller (left), Distribution Transformers’
Manufacturing Manager, explains aspects of
the manufacturing process to some of the City
Power officials during their tour of the plant.
With Deon in the picture are (from left): Morgan
Matsheke, Sale Engineer, Power Transformers,
Allen Milner, City Power’s General Manager,
Planning, Nandi Siwahla-Madiba, City Power’s
Financial Director, Prince Ziqubu, Marketing
Manager,T&D, and Nkanyiso Msomi, City
Power’s General Manager, Capital Execution.

Group provides science lab for Balmoral College
At the end of May this year
ACTOM’s top management joined in
with Balmoral College in celebrating
the opening of a fully fitted-out science laboratory at the school paid for
by the group.
The group has been assisting the
school with sponsorship funding for
the past nine years. The majority
of the learners at this high-achieving school, which is next door to
ACTOM’s headquarters in Knights,
come from underprivileged communities nearby.
The picture shows Mark Wilson,
ACTOM’s Group Managing Director,
officially opening the new lab by
cutting the ribbon in front of the
door, accompanied by (from left):
Matie Wium, the school’s principal,
Arnold Wonja, the science teacher,
Nolwazi Sibotho, the head girl, Gift
Duka, the head boy, and Andries
Tshabalala, Transport Division MD
and a Director of the group.
The science lab, which is mainly
for the use of Grades 10, 11 and 12,
contains a range of experimental and
demonstration equipment which is

expected to greatly help the learners
in understanding and appreciating
science, as well as contributing towards them attaining better results
in their exams in the subject.
“This gives a new dimension to



their learning,” commented Wium.
“Up to now they have had to rely on
books and what they are taught in the
classroom – now they will be able to
see how it works in practice.”
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Power

John Thompson in healthy growth phase as it
celebrates 75th anniversary
John Thompson celebrates its
75th anniversary this year.
This milestone comes at a time
when the company is riding on the
crest of a wave of healthy growth
that is the envy of many, said Theo
Lotter, the company’s Divisional
Director.
“Although the sale of new
build boilers remain the mainstay of the business, revenue
from the provision of maintenance and efficiency improvement services has become
equally important,” he pointed
out.
“We realised a couple of years
ago that more emphasis had to be
placed on the retention and development of skills. Because of changing
market conditions, we realised that
we should focus more closely on
the potential that the service market
holds.
“This move has paid off handsomely and is one of the reasons
why the company in its last financial
year to end-March 2010 showed its
best ever financial performance.”
The company has factory trained
technicians based in Cape Town,
Johannesburg, Durban, Port Elizabeth
and Witbank to provide a national
network of service for all aspects of
boiler combustion – electrical, coal,

oil, gas and mixed fuel. In addition,
an international service is available
to customers throughout Africa, the
Middle East and South America.
“With our new range of coal-fired
boilers we have achieved savings
and reduced levels of emissions
considered impossible a few years

ago. Often payback periods of as little as one year are achieved where
coal rather than, say oil is used,” Theo
commented.
“Much emphasis will be placed
in future on renewable resources.
The environment is increasingly
becoming uppermost in clients’
minds and we are already developing
solutions.”
John Thompson, the founder
of the English company from which
the local company gets its name,
developed the business from a boilers company his father established
in Wolverhampton in 1875.
The company introduced its products into South via a local agent in
1935. Two years later the agency took
on the John Thompson name and

Large boilers for a food processing application being delivered to a customer.
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operated as a sales and contracting
organisation, purchasing equipment
from the parent company as well as
local sources, and subcontracting the
erection work.
Other major milestones are:
• In 1946 the parent company took
direct control of the local operation,
setting up its own offices
and handling the installation and erection work for
its water-tube and fire-tube
shell boilers.
•
In 1954 the first
John Thompson boiler was
manufactured at the Bellville plant.
• Following a series of mergers
by the parent company with other
major UK-based industrial groups
from the late-1960’s through to the
late-1980’s, the local company, John
Thompson Africa, came under the
control of Northern Engineering Ltd
(NEI) in 1989.
• In 2001 Alstom South Africa
acquired the company, renaming it
John Thompson Boilers.
Today, as John Thompson, the
company constitutes the ACTOM
group’s Power division. Its total
workforce of over 2000 is the largest of any division in the group and
its Bellville plant is one of the largest
heavy engineering facilities in the
country.

Power

Illovo Sugar awards R100m boiler contract to John
Thompson for co-generation plant

Illovo Sugar ’s Ubombo Mill
in Swaziland has awarded John
Thompson a turnkey contract worth
over R100-million to produce an
industrial water-tube boiler that will
form part of a co-generation plant
being established at the mill.
The co-generation plant will produce electricity for the mill’s internal
consumption and for local agricultural
operations, as well as for sale to the
Swaziland Electricity Company. It
will boost the mill’s hourly output
by more than 20% when it goes on
stream in mid-2011.
The boiler contract, awarded in
December last year and due for completion in April next year, is for the
design, manufacture, supply, installation, commissioning and testing of
the 105 t/h boiler, which will connect
to a 24 MW extraction condensing
turbo-alternator set. The contract
also includes training of mill staff to
operate and maintain the boiler and
ancillary equipment.
The boiler, which will operate at
400 degrees C, is a girth-supported,

two-drum type unit, which will fire
a fibrous mixture consisting mostly
of bagasse, plus a small proportion
of biomass obtained from waste
material left over from cane harvesting. The boiler is also designed to
fire coal.
“This boiler will feature a fully
water-cooled combustion chamber
to facilitate the efficient combustion
of the three different types of fuels
to be burned,” commented Peter
McIntyre, John Thompson’s General
Manager, Industrial Watertube
Boilers.
“We have produced many boilers
in the past capable of firing bagasse
and coal. This unit however has been
specifically designed to make use of
the substantial energy content in the
cane trash, which otherwise would
be left in the field after harvesting or,
worse still, burned there and causing
pollution problems.”
Sylvain Serret, Illovo Sugar’s
Group Project Management &
Implementation General Manager,
said that in addition to being price


competitive, John Thompson’s submission fully met the contract’s
technical criteria.
“As part of a thorough evaluation
we undertook prior to awarding the
contract, we looked at a boiler the
company had supplied and installed
at another sugar mill. We were
impressed with all aspects of its design and construction, including the
compactness of the boiler, the boiler
controls, the bolted steel structures,
the flue-gas ducting and the general
finish down to walkways and kickplates,” he commented.
“We also examined reports on the
boiler’s operational stability, which
was very good. The parastatic load
was a lot lower than those of the
other boilers we adjudicated from
other suppliers.”
He added that John Thompson’s
long track record with Illovo Sugar,
its good delivery record on previous
contracts and reliable servicing of
existing boilers also counted in its
favour in being awarded the latest
contract.
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Transmission & Distribution

Power Transformers takes steps to beat overseas
competition
Power Transformers has initiated measures to strengthen its
competitiveness against overseas
suppliers.
In addition the company has
started to introduce changes aimed
at meeting the new corporate governance requirements in King 3 and
the new Companies Act that are applicable to all business entities.
“We have lost a number of major
contracts lately. Most of them have
been won by overseas companies,
particularly in Brazil, India and China,
because of their ability to produce
and supply power transformers at
lower prices and with shorter delivery times than we can offer,” said
Ronnie Russell, Power Transformers’
General Manager.
“We recognise that some of our
production methods are antiquated
and costly and that these have to be
changed if we are to remain competitive. Consequently, as one of a

number of measures that we plan to
implement over the next two years
to meet the overseas competition
head-on and ensure the sustainability of the company, we have
introduced modern manufacturing
methods for production of the cooling radiators, marshalling boxes and
the construction of the cores of our
transformers.
“These improvements are expected to reduce our production
costs over time and shorten our
delivery times from between eight
and 10 months at present to under
six months.
“This will bring us much closer
to being competitive with foreign
suppliers and the additional improvements we have planned will bring
us closer still. However we will
continue to emphasise to customers, particularly major municipalities
that have been awarding contracts
to overseas suppliers, to also weigh

up the advantages to them of using
local manufacturers like ourselves
and not to be ruled entirely by the
up-front price quoted.
“It is our contention that customers ought to recognise that the solid
after-sales backup that they are assured of getting from a reliable local
supplier fully compensates for having
to pay a little more for the equipment.
Not only is the quality of our product
world-class, but we provide continued support to the customer in the
form of expert technical backup and
parts supply as part of the deal and
we have 100 years experience in the
African market.”
In addition to taking steps to
ensure that it remains sustainable
financially, the company is attending
to the social and environmental aspects of long-term sustainability, as
required by the new regulations.

High Voltage Equipment in isolated phase busbar
contract for Medupi
High Voltage Equipment (HVE)
has been awarded a contract by
Alstom S&E to manufacture two
sets of isolated phase busbars for
Medupi’s Units 5 and 6.
The contract is a “manufacture
only” contract, as the aluminium
and other components being used
have been supplied by Alstom S&E
on behalf of Alstom Power of France,
which is contracted to design, manufacture, supply and install the generator turbines for Eskom’s new six-pack
coal-fired power station.
The two isolated phase busbar
sets, rated at 22 kV 28 kA, are the
largest busbar sets manufactured by
HVE to date.
The picture shows the completed
neutral point of one of the sets in
HVE’s Knights plant.
HVE and its predecessors have
manufactured and installed approximately 90% of all the isolated phase
busbar systems on local power stations dating back nearly 50 years.
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Transmission & Distribution

Protection & Control scores double win with
contracts for both Medupi and Kusile
Alstom Power, the main contractor for the turbines for both of
Eskom’s new coal-fired power stations, Medupi and Kusile, has followed up the award of the turnkey
protection and control contract for
Medupi to Protection & Control (P&C)
last year, by awarding the identical
contract for Kusile to the company.
The new R16-million contract,
awarded in February this year, is
due for completion in 2014, with the
first delivery scheduled for October
this year.
“This was in line with expectations. The two contracts were
tendered for jointly, but awarded
separately, so it was clear that the
company that won the first contract
stood a good chance with the second
by virtue of winning the first, as the
technical specifications and contract
conditions are exactly the same,” explained Martin Kelly, P&C’s General
Manager.
“Winning both of these highly
prized contracts represents a major
coup for our company, the ACTOM
group and our technology partner and
principal Areva T&D of France.”
Other favourable factors that
contributed towards P&C’s selection
for the Kusile protection and control
contract were:
• The equipment is already well
proven, as similar equipment was
supplied by P&C in two earlier contracts for Eskom, involving upgrading
of the protection and control systems
of the return-to-service power stations Grootvlei and Komati.
• The design of the systems for
Medupi are now well advanced
and progressing according to plan.
Alstom Power carries out exhaustive
monitoring of progress, covering all
relevant aspects, including P&C’s
assembly and test facilities, its local
manufacturing facilities where applicable and its project management
capabilities, technical skills and quality control processes.
The protection equipment comprises customised protection, control and recording systems for the
generator, generator transformer,
auxiliary supply transformer and as-

Two lead electrical engineers from Alstom Power, Christian Lemouton (left) and Avinesh Teeruth
(second from right) visited Protection & Control’s (P&C) plant in early-June on a routine inspection
visit to check on progress with the Medupi protection and control contract. Senior P&C staff (from
left) General Manager Martin Kelly, Contracts Administrator Daleen Lindeque, Business Development
Manager Brian van Rensburg and Senior Design Engineer Herman Mare are seen with them in front of
some of the completed panels for the new power station.

sociated circuit breakers of each of
the six 800 MW generator units.
The protection relays and the disturbance recorders are being manufactured and supplied by Areva T&D,
while the HMI interface equipment
is being supplied and configured
locally.
Each of the power station’s six
generator units will have protection
and control systems comprising a
suite of four panels.
Brian van Rensburg, P&C’s
Business Development Manager,
said: “Two of these panels comprise
protection equipment – the second
panel being a duplicate of the first for
redundancy – the third is a control
panel and the fourth is a disturbance
recorder panel.
“The main equipment in each of
the two protection panels consists
in turn of four intelligent electronic
devices (IED’s) – to respectively
monitor the generator itself, the
main power transformer connecting
the generator to the electricity grid


and the two power transformers for
internal power supply of the power
station.
“The control panel contains the
synchronisers and visual monitoring computer and the disturbance
recorder panel’s function is mostly
for post-incident analysis.”
The communication system supplied as part of the total scheme is
certified to IEC 61850, the latest international communication standard,
which guarantees the highest possible flexibility and interoperability currently available worldwide, with one
of the main benefits being an ability
to accommodate modifications without any changes in hardware.
“Compared with its predecessors, the IEC61850 certification
of this system means substantially reduced wiring, more accurate
time-stamped event reporting and
scope for future integration of the
system into a station SCADA,” Brian
concluded.
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Transmission & Distribution

Power Systems wins Pretoria North substation
extension contract
The City of Tshwane Metropolitan
Municipality has awarded a R41million turnkey contract to Power
Systems to extend and refurbish the
132/11 kV Pretoria North substation
to meet increased demand resulting from residential and commercial
development in the area, as well as
to assure reliability of supply.
“The Pretoria North substation is
one of the oldest substations in the
city and is ripe for refurbishment. It

also needs to be expanded and the
contract involves installing an extra
two transformers, as well as refurbishing the two existing transformers, reconfiguring the primary supply
lines and installing a fully automated
state-of-the-art control room at the
site,” explained Herman Smit, Power
Systems’ contract manager responsible for the contract.
He added that the contract,
awarded in May this year and due

Power Systems is nearing completion of refurbishment of Tshwane’s 132/11 kV Olievenhoutbosch
substation, seen here, a similar contract to the Pretoria North substation refurbishment contract.

for completion in early-2012, will to
be carried out in phases due to the
fact that the substation has to remain
operational for the duration.
“We are also restricted by space
constraints. The first phase will involve installing the new transformers
in the new section being established
alongside the existing substation and
linking up the supply line to them, as
well as setting up the control room
and installing the medium voltage
switchgear supplying it,” Herman
explained.
“The new transformers will then
take over from the old transformers
as the source of supply to the area
served by the substation. The subsequent two phases of the contract
will involve refurbishing the existing
two transformers in turn and connecting the second primary supply
line to them.
Noteworthy benefits of the upgrade include enhanced redundancy,
more flexible operation via busbar
selectability and an improved supervisory control and protection
overlay.
The new power transformers
are being supplied free issue by the
Tshwane Electricity Department,
whereas all the other new equipment
involved in the upgrade and refurbishment is being sourced from sister
companies of Power Systems. The
132 kV circuit breakers, isolators, current transformers and voltage transformers are being supplied by High
Voltage Equipment, the protection
and SCADA equipment by Protection
& Control and the 11 kV switchgear
by MV Switchgear.

MV Switchgear’s SBV3E attains international
internal arc classification standard
The well-known SBV3E air-insulated indoor switchgear that was developed in-house by MV Switchgear and
which the company has successfully
sold into the local market now complies with the international internal
arc classification standard.
Greg Whyte, MV Switchgear’s
Marketing & Customer Services
Strategy Manager, explained that unWhat’s Watt JUNE 2010

til recently SBV3E has complied only
with Eskom Distribution’s unique
internal arc classification requirement
of 25 kA BFL-AR at 0,2 secs.
“In recent times however we
have found that more local customers are insisting on compliance with
the international standard of 25 kA
AFLR at 1 sec. We have now come
into line with it to ensure that we
10

don’t miss out on business opportunities where this spec is required,”
he said.
The SA Bureau of Standards’
National Electrical Test Facility (Netfa)
carried out the tests on the product
in January this year to confirm that
it complies with the international
standard.

Transmission & Distribution

Regional ‘roadshow’ gives customers insight into
specialised MV switchgear products on offer

Seen here with ACTOM’s two speakers in the recent series of medium voltage switchgear seminars, Greg Whyte (second from left), ACTOM MV Switchgear’s
Marketing & Customer Services Strategy Manager, and Mark Dixon (right), ACTOM’s Group Commercial Director, are the full line-up of visiting speakers from
Areva T&D of France (from left): Franck Bazin, Sebastien Riez, Xavier-Franck Braud, Bruno Vernette and Nader Ghabbour.

MV Switchgear recently staged a
“roadshow” around South Africa and
in Botswana to bring customers up
to date with the company’s product
offerings.
The roadshow comprised one-day
seminars, dubbed “Medium Voltage
Switchgear Solutions”, staged on
consecutive days at the beginning of
May in Johannesburg, Durban, Cape
Town and Gaborone.
The seminars focussed mainly
on products recently introduced into
the local market that are produced
by Areva T&D. The speakers included
five technical experts from Areva T&D
and the seminars were attended by,
among others, senior managers and
technical personnel from municipalities, consultants, Eskom and other
utilities.
Greg Whyte, MV Switchgear’s
Marketing & Customer Services
Strategy Manager, who also participated as a speaker in the seminars,
said the roadshow proved highly suc-

cessful. “Feedback received afterwards from many of the people who
attended was very positive. They said
it gave them a much clearer picture
of the range of products we have on
offer,” he added.
Discussing the products covered,
he explained: “In some instances
MV Switchgear has local as well
as imported solutions to offer for
similar applications. In these cases
the two alternatives are actually
complementary in the sense that the
locally designed and manufactured
product is perfectly well suited for
normal applications in its category
and fully complies with global quality
and the latest IEC standards, while
the equivalent Areva T&D product
is available for applications in which
higher performance or more specialised requirements are applicable and
comes at a premium compared with
the local item.”
This double offering applies to
two categories of products offered
11

by ACTOM – air-insulated switchgear
and outdoor circuit breakers. “In
air-insulated switchgear the local
product is our long-established, wellproven SBVE range, while the Areva
T&D product is PIX, which we are on
contract to supply to Eskom for the
new Medupi power station and have
also won other contracts recently,”
Greg commented.
“In outdoor circuit breakers we offer a locally manufactured kiosk product, plus Areva T&D’s VOX outdoor
breaker, which has recently been
introduced into the local market.
“Other Areva T&D products that
were also covered in depth in the
seminars are two gas-insulated
switchgear products from Areva
T&D called GMA and GHA. In addition we have two brands of Areva
T&D compact switchgear for secondary distribution known as FBX
and Flusarc, both of which we have
been marketing locally for a couple
of years.”
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Transport

Extra-long 4 km ore trains running at rate of 35
trains a week to Saldanha
Every week 35 long trains, each
more than 4 km in length, carry iron
ore from Sishen in the Northern
Cape to Saldanha Bay on the Cape
West Coast.
The new long trains, which are
about 50% longer than their predecessors, have been phased in since
July last year, when Transnet Freight
Rail began commercially implementing Radio Distributed Power (RDP)
control systems on the Class 9E
electric locomotives and Class 34
diesel locomotives deployed on the
861 km Sishen-Saldanha line.
The RDP systems provide the
overall control required to enable the
new long trains – each consisting of
342 wagons hauled by three electric
and seven diesel locos – to operate
efficiently. Prior to the introduction of
the RDP systems the length of the
trains was limited to a maximum of
228 wagons per train.
The need for Transnet Freight Rail
to run more or longer trains arose

from having to meet the higher tonnages and ramp-up requirements
that resulted from substantially
increased output by the two major
opencast mining operations producing the ore – Kumba Iron Ore’s Sishen
Mine and Assmang’s Khumani Mine.
As part of the improvements to meet
this need, the line was upgraded to
handle the increased throughput of
more than a million tonnes of iron
ore per week.
The upgrade and efficiency improvements of the locomotives
started with an upgrade and general
overhaul contract that was awarded
in 2000 to Transport Equipment &
Projects (TEP). The key portion of
this contract was installation on
each of the 31 electric locomotives
operating on the ore line of stateof-the-art Agate (Advanced Generic
Alstom Traction Electronics) control
systems.
The Agate systems, produced by
Alstom’s electronics systems centre

One of the new long trains on the iron ore line.
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of excellence in Villeurbanne, France,
control the operations of each electric loco individually.
Subsequently, in 2006, Transnet
Freight Rail assigned to TEP the task
of installing and integrating Phase
1 of the new electronic brake and
associated RDP systems on the 9E
locos. TEP was supported in this by
Alstom in Preston, responsible for
the project and technical interfaces,
and Alstom in Villeurbanne, which
provided technical backup on interfacing the Agate systems with the
wireless RDP system, supplied by
General Electric of the US.
“The RDP technology was initially
implemented and tested on some
trains back in December 2007, while
full commercial use of the system
went into operation in November
2009 after all the electric and diesel
locomotives had been upgraded
to RDP configuration,” explained
Frans Weygertze, TEP’s 9E project
manager.

Transport

“In addition to the new electronic
brake system, the challenge was to
interface the Agate control system
with the RDP control system to
enable the RDP system to manage
and co-ordinate the operation of the
independent control systems of each
of the electric locos in the train, with
improved fault reporting and fault
handling features.
“The control system of each
locomotive feeds the required instructions and messages to the RDP
system, which in turn sends and
receives messages from the lead
locomotive to the locomotives in the
remote consists.
“The RDP technology combined
with the electronic brake-racks ensure high braking efficiency as well
as increasing the drawing power
of the locomotives by enabling the
locomotives to be spread evenly at
strategic positions within the train
instead of all together at the front,”
Frans stated.
The installation and interfacing
of the RDP control systems and
electronic brake-racks, plus other enhancements, were added to the origi-

The console in the cab of the lead loco of one of the new long trains.

nal main contract as variation orders,
bringing the value of the contract in
total to over R400-million, making it

by far the largest upgrade contract
undertaken by TEP to date.

Successful completion of two signalling contracts
for private sidings
Signalling recently completed
two contracts involving supply and
installation of signalling systems
for private sidings serving mining
operations.
One of the contracts, worth
R11m, was a fast-track contract that
was awarded by United Manganese
of Kalahari (UMK) in May 2009 and
completed in February 2010. It was
undertaken at the UMK’s opencast
manganese mine in the Northern
Cape, where a rapid loadout railway
siding has been established linking
the mine to the Hotazel – Kimberley
line to enable most of the mine’s
production of manganese ore to be
carried to its destinations by rail.
The signalling contract comprised
supply and installation of an HRS
relay-based interlocking system
– linked by CS90 remote control to
Transnet Freight Rail’s centralised

traffic control centre in Kimberley
– and Thales axle counters.
The other private siding signalling
contract, awarded to Signalling by
AngloCoal in early-2008 and completed in October 2009, was a R7m
turnkey contract involving design,
manufacture, supply, installation,
testing and commissioning of the
signalling system for a double-line
private siding at AngloCoal’s and
BHP Billiton’s joint venture new Phola
coal processing plant near Ogies, in
Mpumalanga, on the general freight
line linking the Johannesburg metropolitan area to the main coal export
line to Richards Bay.
The Phola coal processing plant
washes export coal as well as coal for
local consumption supplied by two
coal mines in the vicinity, AngloCoal’s
new Zondagfontein mine and BHP
Billiton Energy Coal South Africa’s
13

Klipspruit mine.
Signalling’s system links into the
Transnet Freight Rail network, which
is controlled from the Ogies centralised traffic control (CTC) via the CS90
remote control system.
On this contract the company
supplied and installed a hybrid freewired interlocking system equipped
with an Alspa programmable logic
controller (PLC) to perform the nonvital interlocking functions.
Also supplied and installed as
part of the contract were ML track
circuits, B1 Switchmatic points machines, three-aspect colour lights, a
level crossing complete with flashing
lights, automatic booms and backup
by an uninterruptible power system
(UPS), and a dragging equipment
detector that detects and warns the
control centre about anything that
falls from the train.
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Upgrade of Coal Line signalling system nears
completion
Signalling is nearing completion
of one of the largest contracts it
has ever undertaken, consisting
of migration of interlocking interfaces to optical fibre cable on the
signalling system on the entire
Coal Line from Wonderfontein between Middelburg and Belfast in
Mpumalanga to Richards Bay on the
Northern Kwazulu-Natal coast.
The contract, worth in excess of
R75-million, was begun in early-2008
and is due for completion by the end
of July this year.
It involves replacing axle-counters
and communications equipment at

a total of 74 stations. This includes
trenching and laying of new cable to
axle-counter detection heads over
a total distance of more than 220
km and covering the trenches with
precast concrete slabs to discourage vandalism. “It also includes
installing modern failsafe data transmission (FSDT) systems for more
efficient and reliable communication
between stations to replace the
outdated multi-pair coax communication system applied previously,” said
Peter Colborne, Signalling’s General
Manager.
“The installation of fibre-optic

Lucas Sebilone, a Wireman, installs panels on the Coal Line as part of Signalling’s upgrade contract.

cable, in addition to providing reliable
fail-safe communication, reduces
vulnerability to cable theft, which is a
risk wherever copper cable is used,”
he added.
In mid-May this year the company
was well on schedule to complete
the contract by due date, having
installed and commissioned over
70% of the equipment involved. “All
the design work is complete and the
remaining racks, which are pre-wired
and tested in the factory, are ready
for installation and commissioning,”
Peter stated.
Each rack is a self-contained package consisting of FSDT, axle-counter
equipment and relay interlocking
units.
The refurbishment and upgrade
of the signalling system on the Coal
Line forms part of a nationwide
programme by Transnet to replace
coaxial copper cable with fibre-optic
cable, mainly to overcome degradation of the copper cable resulting
from age, vandalism and numerous
resulting joints. The Coal Line signalling upgrade is one of the biggest
single projects of this kind in the
country.
Commenting on the upgrade,
Dave Kisch, Project Manager of
Transnet Capital Projects, said: “It
will definitely make a remarkable
difference to the efficiency of the
signalling system on the line and
will save a great deal in maintenance
costs. The coax cable on this line was
very old and long overdue for replacement. It was costing a lot of money
to maintain and its reliability wasn’t
up to scratch.”

Transport division and Signalling win awards at
Africa Rail
Signalling was awarded the
Runner-up Certificate for “Best
Service Provider to the Railway
Industry” at the Africa Rail gala dinner at the Sandton Hilton on June
1.
The winner in this category was
Transnet Rail Engineering.
Th e fo l l ow i n g d ay AC TO M
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Transport and Alstom were awarded
Best Stand in the large raw space
category at the Africa Rail 2010
Exhibition, which took place at the
Sandton Convention Centre on June
1 and 2.
The stand was dual branded
ACTOM and Alstom and displayed
the slogan “Partnering for cost effec14

tive solutions”. It focussed on video
content displayed on two standard
LCD monitors, a large two-panel LED
rear projection Barco video wall and
a four-panel LCD video wall.
The video content attracted a lot
of interest among visitors, some of
whom returned to watch it again.

Power Conversion

Laminations & Tooling attains ISO9001:2008
quality certification

Making the presentation to Nathaniel Gabashane, LT’s General Manager (fourth from left), of the ISO9001:2008 quality certificate at the company’s Benoni
plant in early-March this year is Leo Leydekkers, an Electrotechnical Cert Auditor with the SA Bureau of Standards.
The other people in the picture are (from left): Leon Fourie, LT’s Toolroom Manager, Paul Cuthbert, Managing Director of the Power Conversion division, Kobus
Snyman, LT’s Quality Manager, Don Milligan, Quality Consultant to LT, Louisa van Gass, LT’s Financial Manager, and Eugene Grobler, LT’s Sales/Planning
Manager.

Laminations & Tooling (LT) has
steadily worked its way to top spot
as the primary supplier of laminations
to the local large electric motor repair
market.
The latest step the company
has taken to stay ahead of its competitors has been to prepare for and
gain international ISO9001:2008
quality certification. It was audited
by the SA Bureau of Standards for
this in September last year and was
presented with the certificate at
its Benoni plant in early-March this
year.
“This opens up further opportunities for us to consolidate and
extend our lead in the market,” said
Nathaniel Gabashane, LT’s General
Manager, adding that the company
has not previously had its own ISO
certification but had previously operated under a sister company’s quality
programme.

“For one, we expect the certification to help us boost our export
business, which currently accounts
for about 15% of our total turnover.
In addition, there are a number of
large local companies and parastatal
organisations that insist on ISO certification, along with black economic
empowerment credentials, from
companies they do business with, so
we are now in a position to satisfy all
these preconditions.”
In addition to being price competitive, the company has added value
in key areas of its service, thereby
giving it a decisive edge:
• Fast delivery. “Recognising that
this is one of the most important plus
factors in the motor repair industry,
we have set ourselves a norm of
four weeks delivery time maximum,”
Nathaniel stated.
• Fast tenders. Similarly, the company prides itself on its fast turna15

round times in submitting tenders,
setting itself a limit of 48 hours to
respond to a tender enquiry.
• Flexibility. Not only does the
company routinely reverse engineer
laminations from samples and essential data provided by the client, which
has become a standard practice in
the industry as many motors in use
no longer have the support of their
OEM’s, but LT stands alone in its field
in undertaking to build the cores and
frames as well, rather than only supply the loose laminations.
“On this last point we have made
a particularly significant impact
in terms of satisfying customers’
requirements. This added-value
service, which we introduced almost
two years ago, has won us a lot of
goodwill and additional business,”
Nathaniel commented.
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Power Conversion

Contact Engineering boasts expertise to produce
components from scratch
Contact Engineering, one of the
companies in the Power Conversion
division, has a long history stretching
back to 1977, when it was established
by brothers Cosmas and Dino
Mullinos.
The company manufactures components for heavy electro-mechanical
equipment used mainly in motors,
switchgear and contactors.
The company’s particular strength
is producing customised components from scratch, based on samples, drawings or customers’ specifications. “A lot of our production
involves reverse engineering to
produce the required component,
as most of the components we are
asked to manufacture are for equipment that has long been in use and
for which spares are no longer available from the OEM that first supplied
them,” said General Manager Ernie
Muller, who recently took over as
head of the company when Cosmas
Mullinos retired.
“We have a very flexible jobbing
operation and great depth of experience and expertise in producing customised components in this way.”
The company’s wide spectrum of
customers include Transnet, Eskom,
electric motor repairers, the mining
industry and the municipal sector.
“Our main line are components for

Ernie Muller (right), who took over as General Manager of Contact Engineering at the beginning of
April, with his predecessor Cosmas Mullinos (centre) and Technical Manager Dino Mullinos.

DC traction motors, so Transnet is our
single biggest customer and electric
motor repairers come in a close second,” Ernie pointed out.
The next largest lines of components the company produces,
after those for traction motors, are
contacts and contact refurbishment
for switchgear and motor control
centres.
Ernie added: “There is scope for

a lot of our products to be used by
other companies within the ACTOM
group. We will explore all opportunities within the group to see where
we can offer a service to our mutual
benefit. We pride ourselves on producing high quality products and
providing excellent service.”
The Boksburg-based company
was acquired by ACTOM – then
Alstom South Africa – in 2004.

Filtration contract for fly-ash plant completed in
double-quick time
A fast-track contract to design,
manufacture, supply and install
filtration equipment to capture flyash dust in a large new fly-ash classification plant alongside Eskom’s
Kendal power station near Witbank,
Mpumalanga, was completed on
schedule by environmental systems
specialists MikroPul.
The company executed the contract from start to finish in only three
months. After being awarded the
contract by PMB Construction, the
project’s main contractors, in midFebruary 2009, it completed and
commissioned the filtration plant on
schedule in mid-May 2009.
Keith Moss, a director of PMB
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Construction, said that besides the
competitive price of MikroPul’s bid,
a major factor that was taken into
consideration in awarding it the
contract was its undertaking and
ability to adhere to the tight delivery
schedule, which included having to
supply five filtration units, representing half of the total order, by the end
of March. “Equally important was
the capability it demonstrated to
customise the filters for each of the
different applications within the set
time constraints.”
He added: “During the execution
of the contract itself we were very
pleased with MikroPul’s willingness
to accommodate our design changes
16

as we went along.”
The filtration equipment comprises 10 reverse pulse cased filter
units containing envelope-type filter
bags, with one unit each serving the
plant’s three silos, two bucket elevators and five air-slides. The filter units
range in air-moving capacity from 0,5
m3/sec to 1,5 m3/sec.
The new classification plant,
owned by upcoming new cement
producers Sephaku Cement, is one
of the largest plants of its kind in
South Africa, with an output of 100
t/hr of classified fly-ash and 200 t/hr
of unclassified fly-ash.

Electrical Products

Electrical Products helps to develop groundbreaking electrically-powered irrigation system
Electrical Products has played a
major role in the development of the
first electrically powered lateral move
irrigation system in Southern Africa.
“Not only is it unique in the region
– and probably throughout Africa
as well – but with a span of 700 m
and watering a staggering 320 ha of
land in one pass, it may well prove
to be the largest lateral move in the
world,” said Struan Steele, Branch
Manager of Electrical Products’ Cape
Town branch.
The innovative system was developed jointly by Electrical Products
and Lindsay Africa of Paarl, a leading
supplier of centre pivot and lateral
move irrigation systems. It recently
went into operation for the first time
at the Sena Sugar Estate in northern
Mozambique.
“The system is in the final stages
of ironing out of the remaining technical problems associated with the
scale of the project – the main problem being the filling and controlling
of water levels in the 9 m wide and
4,2 km long supply canal,” Struan
commented.
“Sena first approached Lindsay
Africa in 2009 to come up with a solution comprising an electrically driven
lateral system. The established systems in use are diesel powered, but
Sena said these were unworkable
for them because of a persistent
problem they have with fuel theft,”
he explained.
“Kevin Vos and Alan Edwards
of Lindsay Africa then approached us
for a total design and supply of everything needed to electrify the unit that
they were building. After considering
various options, it was agreed that a
dragline type system was the appropriate solution, taking into account
the various requirements.”
The electrical design was done
by Electrical Products’ Cape Town
office, the design team being headed
by Struan, while Charles Addams,
Sales Representative for T&D, oversaw the procurement and manufacture of the various components and
also participated in the commissioning of the lateral on site in January
and April this year.

The electrical system consists of
a 33 kV overhead line, from which a
630 kVA 33/3,3 kV step-down transformer feeds an underground cable
across the cane fields to the road on
which the specialised vehicle bearing
the sprayer booms travels alongside
the canal supplying the irrigation
water.

The cable feeds a series of eight
kiosks 600 m apart, each containing
an Eaton contactor feeding auxiliary
equipment and a large mining socket
into which the dragline is plugged.
The dragline is connected to the vehicle, which contains a 250 kVA 3,3
kV/400 V step-down transformer, a
Continue on page 18

The Lindsay Africa/ Electrical Products team responsible for devising the electrically powered lateral
move irrigation system (from left) Struan Steele, Branch Manager, Electrical Products, Cape Town,
Lukas Joubert, General Manager, Lindsay Africa, Alan Edwards, Sales Manager, Lindsay Africa, and
Charles Addams, T&D Sales Representative, Cape Town.

The lateral vehicle, with suction float in the foreground, during tests on site at Sena Sugar Estate in
Mozambique.
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Mechanical Equipment

From page 17
160 kW pump motor and the lateral
controls.
Protection of the system is provided by fuses and moulded case
circuit breakers. To ensure safety
of the operator the dragline plug is

wired in such a way that the contactor drops out if any attempt is made
to remove the plug before the power
is switched off.
Said Struan: “The new lateral is
a groundbreaking system and has

significant cost and practical advantages over the traditional technology
applied to laterals until now. Electrical
Products and Lindsay Africa believe
it has great potential for widespread
use in irrigation in the future.”

New port tugs again to be powered by MAN
engines supplied by Mechanical Equipment

Left: A view of the two MAN diesel engines powering one of two tugs recently supplied for deployment at Coega port. A third tug for Coega and two smaller
tugs for Durban are due to be supplied later this year. Right: The new tug for Coega goes through its paces in Durban Harbour.

Mechanical Equipment has once
again been awarded a contract for
manufacture and supply of high
performance main propulsion diesel
engines for new tugs required by the
National Port Authority (NPA).
The company, the local agents for
leading international diesel engine
manufacturers MAN Diesel, has
supplied the engines for all new tugs
acquired by the NPA in recent years
for deployment at various South
African ports, either as replacements
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for older tugs or for expansion of the
fleet.
The latest order, placed by Durbanbased shipbuilders Southern African
Shipyards, the company contracted to
build and supply the Voith Schneider
tugs, is for four engines, each with
a power output of 2640 kWb at 800
RPM for two new tugs.
The engines will be of the same
size and power as those supplied for
three tugs earmarked for the port of
Coega, each with a bollard pull of 70
18

tonnes, that formed part of the NPA’s
previous order in mid-2007 for a total
of five tugs.
The ports at which the tugs in
the latest order are to be deployed
have not been identified as yet.
The engines order was awarded to
Mechanical Equipment late last year,
with the first set of two scheduled to
be supplied at the end of September
this year and the second set at the
end of November.

Industry & Contracting

Contracting soon to start cabling at Medupi
In its biggest-ever contract to date,
Contracting was recently awarded
the main station cabling contract by
Eskom for all six generating units
of the new Medupi power station
currently under construction near
Lephalale in Limpopo Province.
The contract, worth more than
R700m and extending over four years
until the end of the first quarter of
2014, covers design, supply, installation and commissioning of the main
station cabling, racking and lighting.
“The fact that Eskom has awarded us this contract indicates its confidence in our abilities and acknowl-

edgment of our good track record in
this field, as we were responsible for
the main station cabling of several
of the existing power plants in the
country,” commented Greg Smith,
Contracting’s General Manager.
“To give some idea of the magnitude of the contract as a whole it
will involve a total of 2 600 km of
cabling and we will have roughly 350
people on site during peak periods
of activity.
“The design work and procurement of materials are currently in
progress and we are due to commence installation in the third quarter

Martin overcomes swimming
bugbear in Ironman 70.3 event
While having a few beers together after a training run late last year,
Martin Kelly, General Manager of
Protection & Control, and some running friends challenged each other to
enter the 2010 Ironman 70.3 event at
Buffalo City (East London) in January
this year.
But immediately afterwards he
thought he may have been a bit rash
accepting this challenge. Although
he had 15 Comrades ultra-marathons
to his credit and had also participated
in a number of major cycles races,
the swimming leg of the Ironman
worried him as he didn’t consider
himself a very strong swimmer. But
he decided to press on, setting himself a rigorous training schedule to
prepare himself for the event.
Came the day, it was the cycling
leg that proved the toughest of the
three legs. “The swimming leg certainly looked daunting because there
were some large swells in the sea
and while swimming we often lost
sight of the large buoys that were
there to guide us, but in the end it
was quite a pleasant experience,”
Martin commented. He finished the
1,9 km a comfortable 10 minutes
inside the cut-off time.
The 90 km cycling leg was much
tougher than expected because, in
addition to steep climbing most of
the first 45 km, the riders found the
return trip on the same route excep-

tionally difficult because of having
to contend with a strong headwind
that made hard work of what would
otherwise have been quite an easy
downhill ride. Nevertheless Martin
made it with half-an-hour to spare.
The 21 km running leg presented
no problems for him and he completed it in fine style.
After what seemed like a rash
decision at first, his performance in
his first Ironman 70.3 changed his
attitude to swimming and he went on
to participate in the famous Midmar
Mile Swim in March this year.

Martin Kelly is congratulated by a friend on
completing the 2010 Ironman 70.3 event.
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of 2010.”
The company is responsible for
the design and engineering parts of
the contract, which will be undertaken in the various sections comprising
the power station’s six generating
units plus common plant.
“In terms of the contract conditions we are committed to employing
and training members of the local
community, as well as to purchase
many of our peripheral supplies from
local small and medium businesses
in the area as our contribution towards the development of the local
community,” Greg added.

Senior
appointments

Ernie Muller, formerly Commercial
Manager of Large Motors, has been
appointed General Manager of
Contact Engineering with effect from
April 1.

Paul Lepora, formerly Business
Development Manager for Electrical
Machines, has been appointed
Commercial Manager of Large
Motors with effect from April 1.
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Power Transformers hosts plant tour and
training for Venda technical students
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The visiting electrical engineering students put their theoretical knowledge into practice by witnessing
some of the manufacturing and test operations in Power Transformers’ plant.

Near the end of last year Power
Transformers’ top management was
approached by Thasululo Technical
College in Thohoyandou, Venda, to
allow some of its electrical engineering students to visit the company’s
Wadeville plant to give them a better
understanding of how their learned
knowledge is applied in practice.
The company agreed and decided
to put together a programme of training and practical experience for them
on their scheduled one-day visit to
make the long trip to and from Venda
worthwhile for them.
“We figured that just giving them
a tour of the plant wouldn’t achieve
very much,” said Andrew Russell,
who coordinates basic technical and
English developmental training in the
company.
“The best thing was to give them
some theoretical training, including
a question-and-answer session to
ensure that they grasped most of the
content of the lecture, and then also
give them an opportunity to witness
how this knowledge works in pracWhat’s Watt JUNE 2010

tice by watching some of the manufacturing operations in the plant.”
Andrew, a qualified electrical engineer, is well acquainted with the
product, as he has had a series of
stints working at Power Transformers
during his university vacations while
he was still studying for his degree.
He prepared and presented the
training module to the group of
15 students when they visited the
plant in November and also assisted in guiding them through the
subsequent manufacturing and test
procedures on the shop floor.
Haudi Netshisumbewa, a lecturer from Thasululo College who
accompanied the students on the
visit, commented: “We were really
impressed with the company’s willingness to help us and the fact that
they put together a special training
programme for our benefit – it was
more than we expected and we appreciate it very much. We couldn’t
have hoped for a more worthwhile
experience. The students learned a
lot from it.”
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